LOOKING
AT THE
“HOLE”
PICTURE
Investing in drilling is an easy way
to improve your bottom line.
However, when it comes to drilling
lots of holes, all operators should
follow some common best
practices.
BY LINDSAY LUMINOSO

T

oday’s machine shops are constantly on
the lookout for new ways to diversify
their portfolio and expand into new industries. Perfecting drilling operations is one
way to increase capabilities and potentially
add to the company’s bottom line.
“I think too many people take drilling for
granted; it can really be an important feature,” explained Brian Hamil, vice
president-product development, Kyocera
SGS Precision Tools.
Holemaking is a critical operation, carried
out late in the production cycle when the
component value is already high. To reap the
benefits of holemaking, you need to follow
correct operating procedures and practices,
because when drilling lots of holes, one
wrong step can make or break your produc-
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Choosing the right drill for any given application can
help increase productivity and reduce cost per hole.
Photo courtesy of Sandvik Coromant.

tivity and profitability.
“In today’s industry, we have a lot of
operators that don’t have a lot of control or
input,” said Randy McEachern, product and
industry specialist, holemaking and tooling
systems, Sandvik Coromant Canada. “But
on the other side of the spectrum, we have
some operators that do have control. When it
comes to best practices, we have to focus on
both of these realities.”
In many cases, the engineer or process
planner controls equipment setup. So just
focusing on the hole is not enough.
“We need to look at the big picture to ensure
that the component setup is the best it can
be and ensure the machine tool is in good
condition and combined with good clamping
and good support behind the workpiece,”
McEachern added.
These variables can drastically affect hole
quality and can mean the difference between
a successful job and scrapping a workpiece
and starting all over again. But in many
cases, you have to work with the machine
and setup you are given. Taking that into
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account, you can do several things to ensure
that when you are drilling lots of holes, you
get it right the first time.

CHOOSING THE BEST TOOL
In an environment where time is money,
selecting the right tool for the job can help
reduce cycle time. Hamil explained that you
can take any drill and put a hole in almost any
material, but this does nothing to enhance
productivity or profitability. Choosing the
right drill for any given application increases
tool life and improves accuracy.
According to Sam Matsumoto, applications
specialist at OSG Canada, when drilling a
high volume of holes in a production environment, optimizing cutting data (speed/
feed) is essential for improved cycle times
and just as important as tool life, which
reduces machine downtime associated with
changing drills prematurely.
“A general guideline for conventional two
flute drill feed rate in many steel applications is 1.5-2 per cent of the drill diameter.
Switching to a three-flute drill in these
applications offers the ability to increase the
feed rates up to 6 per cent of the drill diameter which would substantially decrease cycle
times,” explained Matsumoto. “The other
added benefits would be having the extra
flute and margin for better drilling stability and hole concentricity. These drills are
typically best suited for production applications with high volume of holes, which will
maximize cycle time reductions.”
Another way to reduce cycle times is to
select the right drill for each type of hole. No
one drill can make every hole.
“Treat each drill as an individual, optimizing cutting data and chip control for each drill
separately,” McEachern explained. “Ensuring
good performance and chip evacuation leads
to excellent hole quality, tool life, and cost per
hole, making shops more profitable.”
However, if you are drilling many different
hole sizes, you need to strike a fine balance
between cycle times and the number of tools
you work with.
“Some people consider a drill a roughing
operation,” Hamil said. “You can drill a range
of hole sizes, then you can come back with
an endmill and interpolate to get the right
size. This allows you to use a single diameter
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drill, and then in a secondary operation you
could open the hole to the size you are trying
to achieve.”
He added that if shops are working with
any sort of production volume, reducing the
cycle time should be a top consideration.
Every time you change a tool, it increases
that cycle time. Keep in mind that a drill
produces a hole faster than anything else.
But it’s also important to note that tool
carousels do have their limitations when
producing a variety of hole diameters with
secondary features. Treating each drill as an
individual is great, but adding new tools to
meet job requirements can present its own
challenges.
For example, if your tool carousel can only
hold 36 tools, and you get a new job that
requires new tooling, and a majority of those
tooling spots are already filled, you’ll need
to make adjustments. One way to deal with
this challenge is to use tools designed to cut
in multiple applications.
“Instead of coming in with a drill and
reamer or chamfer tool before you thread
it, you can choose a tool designed to do
both drilling and chamfering in one hit,”
McEachern explained. “This can often give a
customer a quick ROI on these
tools by reducing cycle time and
number of tools used. If they
can do two to three features on
a hole with one tool, it’s worthwhile to invest in a specially
designed tool.”

GETTING IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME
For any production run, selecting the proper drill for the job is
essential. Matsumoto explained
that during the testing process,
tool life benchmarks (and safe
guards) are established to avoid
drill breakage and damage to
the workpiece. The balance
between tool cost and performance must be considered.
Drills that have a higher initial

A drill will produce a hole faster than
any other tool. Photo courtesy of
Kyocera SGS Precision Tools.
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Choosing a tool that is optimized for any given
application, like drilling crankshafts in cast iron and
steel materials, ensures quick and quality holes.
Photo courtesy of Sandvik Coromant.

cost often turn out to be most cost effective
in terms of cycle time and tool life advantages (lower cost per drilled hole).
“A very common way to track drill wear
is through the load meter on the machine.
Increases in spindle load indicates drill wear
and allow drill replacements before drill
failure,” he added. “Pin gauges are another
way to track wear to make sure hole size
remains within tolerance.”
Being an attentive listener also helps to
determine if the drill is in good shape. When
a lot of holes are being drilled, the sound of
the drilling process can be a good indicator
of success.
“We rely heavily on our ears during the
drilling process,” McEachern said. “When
you first start drilling, the operator understands what the drill sounds like when it is
cutting in everyday conditions. Listening
and understanding the drill sounds and
sensing vibrations, when combined, are
important to understand the conditions of
the cutting edges.”

THE “HOLE” PICTURE
When drilling lots of holes, a shop needs to
be aware of other factors beyond good tooling that can affect holemaking efforts.
For Hamil, the No. 1 consideration is total
indicated runout (TIR).
“You want the lowest possible TIR,” he
explained. “No matter what type of holder
you are using—whether it’s an ER collet,
TG collet, or a shrink hydraulic—TIR dictates the life of the tool and the quality of
the hole. I cannot stress this enough with
customers: Excessive runout can really hurt
your bottom line.”
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Ensuring that the drill is set up correctly
with minimized runout is not enough, especially for drilling several holes in a single
workpiece. Clamping and workpiece setup also
can mean the difference between a perfect
hole and a scrapped part. If the workpiece isn’t
set up properly or secured well to the table
and the material shifts even a little, the hole
likely won’t be drilled straight.
“We need to look at the big picture to
ensure component setup is the best it can
be,” McEachern reiterated. Beyond ensuring the tool is in good working order and
running correctly on the machine, there are
three critical factors that will limit drilling
challenges and help improve performance:
toolholding, chip evacuation, and cutting
fluid.
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For toolholding, always use the shortest
drill possible and combine the drills whenever possible. To ensure the best chip evacuation, avoid producing long chips, which can
jam in the flute, affect surface finish, and
cause cutting edges to fail.
“Selecting the right geometry and adjusting
the cutting data can rectify this evacuation
if there is a problem,” McEachern said.
Hamil added that it is important to consider the correct speeds and feeds based on
the material being drilled so you can create
a small chip that flows out of the flute. The
shape of the drill’s flute also controls the
shape of the chip; you want that to be curled
enough, so it doesn’t get hung up during
evacuation, especially in deep-drilling
situations.
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“Do you have high-pressure coolant or flood
coolant?” he said. “These factors influence
how effectively you can run it to get the same
number of holes productively.”
Coolant pressure and volume help evacuate
the chips from the hole, and this is especially important when drilling lots of holes.
McEachern noted that the volume of the
cutting fluid tank should be five to 10 times
larger than the number of gallons of coolant
the pump supplies per minute.
Associate Editor Lindsay Luminoso can be
reached at lluminoso@
canadianmetalworking.com.
Kyocera SGS Precision Tools, www.kyocera-sgstool.com
OSG Canada, www.osgtool.com
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